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Enrichers Trading Guide for beginners 

 

It's important to educate yourself before you consider any type of investment or investment 

strategy. This beginner's guide to trading will give you a starting point and walk you through the 

basics so you can feel confident in assessing your options, picking Enrichers as your broker, and 

placing a trade. 

Key takeaways 

• The foreign exchange (also known as FX or forex) market is a global marketplace for 

exchanging national currencies against one another. 

• Because of the worldwide reach of trade, commerce, and finance, forex markets tend to 

be the largest and most liquid asset markets in the world. 

• Currencies trade against each other as exchange rate pairs. For example, EUR/USD. 

• Forex markets exist as spot (cash) markets as well as derivatives markets offering 

forwards, futures, options, and currency swaps. 
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• Market participants use forex to hedge against international currency and interest rate 

risk, to speculate on geopolitical events, and to diversify portfolios, among several other 

reasons. 

Getting Started in Stock Trading: Main Talking Points: 

• What is the stock market and how does stock trading work? 

• How can an investor potentially make money trading stocks? 

• What does it take to start trading stocks? 

• How do you pick the right stocks to trade? 

• Things to consider before trading stocks 

What is the stock market and how does stock trading work? 

Being a confident stock trader or investor involves getting to grips with the basics of the market 

and how stock trading works. 

What is the Stock Market? 

The stock market is where shares are bought and sold by individual and institutional investors. In 

the modern era, the process is conducted electronically through major stock indices such as 

the Nasdaq 100, FTSE 100 and DAX, each of which represent the performance of a basket of 

constituent stocks. 

What are Stocks? 

Stocks are effectively the ownership certificates of a given company. They are issued by a 

business to raise capital for growth, and they fluctuate in price depending on the company’s 

performance. They can be listed on the stock market (public) or may only be available to private 

investors (OTC or over-the-counter stocks). Commonly traded stocks include Boeing, Xerox and 

Apple, the latter of which is traded on the Nasdaq 100, Dow Jones and the S&P 500. 

https://www.dailyfx.com/ftse-100
https://www.dailyfx.com/dax-30
https://www.dailyfx.com/nas-100
https://www.dailyfx.com/dow-jones
https://www.dailyfx.com/sp-500
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Shares on the other hand refer to the proportional ownership of a stock in one particular 

company. For example, owning 50,000 shares of a company with 1 million outstanding shares 

would give an investor a 5% ownership stake. 

How are stocks traded? 

When it comes to approaching stocks, there is an important distinction to be made 

between trading and investing. 

Trading 

A trader can potentially make (or lose) money by speculating on securities over a shorter 

timeframe. Often, traders will focus on technical patterns using methods such as scalping and 

day trading, often using short-term timeframes such as ten-minute charts. 

With online trading platforms traders can monitor the stock's performance along with their entry 

and exit prices. 

Investing 

An investor can potentially make money trading stocks essentially through purchasing the asset, 

often via a brokerage account, and holding it over a longer timeframe. During this period, (s)he 

may look to receive dividends and interest, as well as benefit from long-term increases in value, 

culminating in the sale of the stock(s). 

How to begin trading stocks? 

The easiest way to start trading or investing in stocks is through a trading platform/online 

brokerage account, which can be set up simply with proof of ID and a choice of funding method. 

Finding a low-commission broker is important for more active traders as they will naturally pay 

more commission than those trading at a lower volume. 
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Get started in stock trading: A Checklist 

1. Establish trading goals 

2. Choose the right broker 

3. Research key companies 

4. Keep a diversified portfolio 

5. Practice risk management 

4 things to consider before trading stocks 

Before getting started in stocks, traders and investors should have an idea of their goals, how 

much money they want to risk, an understanding of their trading style and how to diversify their 

portfolio. 

1. What are the Goals? 

How long is the cash expected to be tied up? What are the plans for the money? Is there a chance 

the funds will be needed before the investment has a chance to appreciate? For example, if 

someone is saving for retirement, investing in stocks may be a good choice as that’s a long game. 

But if that person wants to work up a deposit for next year’s house purchase, they might want 

to trade the stocks over the short term instead, or consider a different asset. 

2. How Much Money will be risked? 

Market practitioners should consider how much money is available to trade or invest. A prudent 

amount might be 5% of annual earnings, but everyone is different. When it comes to risk, the 

more knowledge acquired of industries and companies within them, the better preparation for 

the inevitable market swings. 
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3. Keeping Emotions at Bay 

Managing emotions when trading is of paramount importance. When trading stocks, there will 

be a slew of market information over the course of an investment – much of it unhelpful. A trader 

or investor should be able to filter out the rumors, speculation and noise, and avoid 

letting FOMO impact their stock trading decisions. It is important to manage emotions and stay 

true to initial reasons for choosing the stock. Also, naturally there will be stocks that don’t 

perform to expectations. Being able to deal with losses is key. 

4. Is the Portfolio Diversified? 

A diversified portfolio might mean owning/trading stocks in a variety of companies, across 

numerous sectors, to protect against adverse events. Other assets that may be considered 

include bonds, forex and commodities. 

What Can Be Traded? 

The most lucrative and popular day trading markets today are: 

• Forex  

The foreign exchange currency market is the world’s most popular and liquid. The 

sheer volume of forex trading makes it attractive for day traders. There are 

multiple short-term opportunities in a trending currency pair, and an unrivalled 

level of liquidity to ensure opening and closing trades is quick and slick. More 

suited to technical analysis, there are other ways to trade foreign exchange. In 

addition, forex has no central market. 

• Stocks  

Physical stocks in individual companies, regular and Leveraged ETFs  (an “Exchange 

Traded Fund” holds multiple stocks or commodities and is traded like a single 

stock), futures, and stock options. Trading stocks intraday offers different 

https://www.dailyfx.com/forex/education/trading_tips/daily_trading_lesson/2019/09/11/fomo-in-trading.html
https://www.dailyfx.com/forex/education/trading_tips/daily_trading_lesson/2019/04/09/manage-the-emotions-of-trading.html
https://www.dailyfx.com/analyst-picks
https://www.dailyfx.com/major-commodities
https://www.daytrading.com/stocks
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opportunities than a traditional ‘buy and hold’ strategy. Speculating on stock prices 

via CFDs or spread betting for example, mean traders can profit from falling prices 

too. 

• Futures  

The future price of a commodity or security.  

• Commodities  

Oil and natural gas, food stuffs, metals and minerals 

If you’re S&P 500 day trading, you’ll be buying and selling the shares of companies, such 

as Starbucks and Adobe. In the day trading forex market, you’ll be trading currencies, such 

as the Euro, U.S dollar and GBP. In the futures market, often based on commodities and 

indexes, you can trade anything from gold to cocoa. 

Patterns and Technical Analysis 

Day trading chart patterns paint a clear picture of trading activity which helps you to 

decipher individuals’ motivations. They could highlight s&p day trading signals for 

example, such as volatility, which may help you predict future price movements. 

Terminology 

Learn the trading lingo and vocabulary and you’ll unlock the door to a whole host of 

trading secrets. Below we have collated the essential basic jargon, to create an easy to 

understand day trading glossary. 

• Leverage rate – This is the rate your broker will multiply your deposit by, giving 

you buying power. 

• Automated trading – Automated trading systems are programs that will 

automatically enter and exit trades based on a pre-programmed set of rules and 

https://www.daytrading.com/futures
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criteria. They are also known as algorithmic trading systems, trading robots, or just 

bots. 

• Initial Public Offering (IPO) – This is when a company sells a fixed number of shares 

to the market to raise capital. 

• Float – This is how many shares are available to trade. If a company releases 10,000 

shares in the initial IPO, the float would be 10,000.  

• Beta – This numeric value measures the fluctuation of a stock against changes in 

the market. 

• Penny Stocks – These are any stocks trading below $5 a share. 

• Profit/Loss ratio – Based on a percentage basis, this is the measure of a system’s 

ability to generate profit instead of loss.  

• Entry points – This is the price at which you buy and enter your position.  

• Exit points – This is the price at which you sell and exit your position.  

• Bull/Bullish – If you take a bullish position day trading you expect the stock to go 

up. 

• Bear/Bearish – If you take a bearish position you expect the stock to go down. 

• Market trends – This is the general direction a security is heading over a given time 

frame. 

• Hotkeys – These pre-programmed keys allow you to enter and exit trades rapidly, 

making them ideal if you need to exit a losing position as soon as possible.  

Day Trading Charts and Patterns 

To help determine the opportune moment to buy a stock (or whatever asset you're trading), 

many traders utilize: 

• Candlestick patterns, including engulfing candles and dojis 

• Technical analysis, including trend lines and triangles 

• Volume—increasing or decreasing 
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Deciding What and When to Buy 

Day traders try to make money by exploiting minute price movements in individual assets 

(stocks, currencies, futures, and options), usually leveraging large amounts of capital to do so. In 

deciding what to focus on—in a stock, say—a typical day trader looks for three things: 

1. Liquidity allows you to enter and exit a stock at a good price—for instance, tight spreads, 

or the difference between the bid and ask price of a stock, and low slippage, or the 

difference between the expected price of a trade and the actual price. 

2. Volatility is simply a measure of the expected daily price range—the range in which a day 

trader operates. More volatility means greater profit or loss. 

3. Trading volume is a measure of how many times a stock is bought and sold in a given time 

period—most commonly known as the average daily trading volume. A high degree of 

volume indicates a lot of interest in a stock. An increase in a stock's volume is often a 

harbinger of a price jump, either up or down. 

How to Limit Losses When Day Trading  

A stop-loss order is designed to limit losses on a position in a security. For long positions, a stop 

loss can be placed below a recent low, or for short positions, above a recent high. It can also be 

based on volatility. 

 

Reasons to Diversity 

There are two important reasons to diversify your investment portfolio: 

• To take maximum advantage of market conditions 

• To protect yourself against downturns 
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Risk Management 

• Know your overall risk tolerance before building up the portfolio. 

• Determine your overall loss level. Usually your portfolio should not lose more than 10% of your 

capital. 

• Diversify your investment in at least three or more different stocks. 

• Actively manage the risk of every individual trade. 

• Know your overall risk and where the risk comes from. 

• Act quickly when you see your risk limits exceeded. 

• Close out the entire portfolio if it loses to your overall stop-loss level. 

 

3 common mistakes beginners should avoid 

1. Not using a trading plan 

Many new traders are eager to enter the market to start placing trades and start making 

money. However, entering the market without a well-thought-out trading plan often 

results in massive losses. Without a trading plan, you’ll mostly be reacting to events in the 

market instead of acting logically. 

2. Underestimating the importance of a trading journal 

A trading journal is a useful trading tool that can fast track your mastery of the markets. 

Recording all your trades, the investment thesis behind the trades and noting how the 

trades turn out can help you improve your trading acumen.  A trading journal also makes 

it easy for you to do the post-trading analysis to crunch data and prepare for the next 

trade. 

3. Changing trading strategy after every trade 

Some traders experience beginner’s luck when they start trading; however, most new 

traders tend to lose some money because of their propensity to making trading mistakes. 
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However, changing your trading strategy after every loss will only set you back on the 

learning curve because you’ll never really master any of the trading strategies. 
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Introduction to Bitcoin 

 

Bitcoin was created by a man with fictitious name, Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009. It is the biggest 

cryptocurrency in the world by the measure of market capitalization & quantity of data stored 

on its blockchain. Bitcoin was one of the earliest virtual currencies that effectively recorded 

financial dealings and transactions on a protected and decentralized blockchain-based network. 

In contrast to fiat money, Bitcoin uses blockchain, a decentralized ledger system to create, issue, 

deal in and store up the cryptocurrency.  

 

As compared to conventional online payment system & government-issued currencies, Bitcoin 

bids for the assurance of minimum transaction fees & is managed through decentralization. It 

offers free of cost online software to public. Anyone can access & run the bitcoin node and store 

personal copy of the Bitcoin blockchain. Its miners issue a new coin within 10 minutes. They keep 

the network going by adding up latest transaction data to the blockchain. Bitcoin’s popularity has 

withstood the fact that it is not a legal tender & is the inspiration behind the creation of many 

other cryptocurruncies broadly called Altcoins. 
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On 16th February 2021, Bitcoin rose to its highest peak of $50,000 for the first time. Price of virtual 

currency has soared by 80% since January. Market analysts have pointed out three major factors 

that are moving Bitcoin to the higher level. First, speculative buyers have jumped in after getting 

attracted by the media’s focus on the digital currency’s rise. Second, the participation of 

established money managers is transforming the cryptocurrency into a mature market. Third, 

Bitcoin is being regarded as a protection against inflation.  

 

As Bitcoin reaches new highs & achieve authenticity as an asset on the backdrop of interest 

shown by major U.S institutions, following  are the few measures taken by big companies, large 

investors, banks and payment processors that have successfully made bitcoin mainstream & talk 

of the town. 

Investment 

• May 2020: 

Fund manager Paul Tudor Jones defines bitcoin as a store of value. 

• Aug. 2020: 

Michael Saylor-led business software firm MicroStrategy publicly declared purchase of 

21,454 bitcoins for $250 million, the first of several investments in the cryptocurrency. 

• Nov. 2020: 

Positive public comments made by Billionaire investor Stanley Druckenmiller and 

BlackRock fixed-income chief Rick Rieder in which they announced bitcoin as a gold 

alternative. 

• Jan. 2021: 

Investment bank JPMorgan Chase & Co says bitcoin could hit $146,000 if it becomes an 

established & preferred safe-haven. 

• According to asset manager CoinShares, Weekly flows into crypto funds and products 

hit a record $1.3 billion and total investment reached a new peak of $34.4 billion. 
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• Feb. 2021: 

Carmaker Tesla Inc announces it bought $1.5 billion in bitcoin and says it will soon accept 

the cryptocurrency as payment for its vehicles. 

• Bitcoin is owned by influential customers like; 169-year-old insurer MassMutual, 

asset manager Galaxy Digital Holdings, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey’s payments firm Square, 

Canadian software company Snapper and coin miners Marathon and Argo. 

Acceptance 

• July 2020: 

U.S. banking regulator, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, says national banks 

and federal savings associations may provide cryptocurrency custody services 

• Oct. 2020: 

PayPal agrees to let customers keep bitcoin in their digital wallets and use it to shop at 

the 26 million merchants on its network. 

• Feb. 2021: 

Mastercard reveals plans to support cryptocurrency payments across its network. 

• BNY Mellon announces a new unit intended at helping & educating clients trade and 

own cryptocurrencies and other digital assets. 

• Purpose Investments launches the world’s first bitcoin exchange-traded fund. 

• The parent company of Japan’s biggest online brokerage, SBI, states that it 

plans a crypto joint-venture with foreign financial firms. 
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Impact of Biden Presidency on Financial Markets 

 

 

1. The love saga of stock market & Biden presidency 

The election of Joe Biden has brought in good news to the investors.  

The S&P 500 index rose 14.3% from Nov 3, Election Day to Jan 20, inauguration day. CFRA 

Research reported that this is the record highest gain between the period of election and 

inauguration day since World War II for any first-term president. 

The events of Jan 6; Democrats Senate victories, Trump supporters attack on the US Capitol 

building and some Republicans statements against Trump, reduced the concerns of investors 

about violent transfer of power. “In an ironic way, Jan. 6 and the rioting at the Capitol really 

changed things; and the market took off,” said Hilary Kramer, chief investment officer for Kramer 

Capital Research. 

Up to now, the positive effect of Biden on stock market indicates good fortunes for investors in 

the coming months. CFRA’s past data shows that on average the S&P 500 climbs 2.1% during the 

first 100 days of a first-term Democratic president as compared to a Republican first-term 

president. 
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2. Biden’s agenda on growth, stocks and interest rates  

Stimulus plan of Biden has already given a boost to stock market. It is further expected to 

escalate economic growth, increase interest rates & give new highs to stock market. But it is 

worth mentioning that the plans of the new president are not risk free. Sooner or later, inflation 

and interest rates can put dent into stock market gains. 

It is anticipated that the agenda put forward by the Biden administration will lead to rapid 

economic growth, solid stock market returns & increase in interest rates in the first twelve 

months. The 46th president of USA has presented a $1.9 trillion relief package, speed up the 

vaccinations & made funds available for government bodies. Wells Fargo Investment Institute 

has moved up its projections for growth, interest rates and stocks, based on the expectations of 

large fiscal spending than under Republicans.  

3. Market impact 

As the shift from growth stocks has already begun, Stimulus policies announced by Biden could 

speed up the market rotation to cyclical stocks.  

4. A President in difficult times 

First 100 days of Biden’s presidency could cause short term market volatility as an outcome of 

Democratic control of House & Senate and also his policies to fight the pandemic.  

In the longer term, increase in taxation is a certainty. The current focus of Biden administration 

will be the provision of stimulus package to give relief to pandemic-hit America.  

5. Stimulus Package 

President Biden described his stimulus package as “"It will be in the trillions of dollars,". The 

purpose & end goal of this $1.9tn relief proposal is to support & give a boost to an economy that 
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suffered a blow from pandemic as nine-million jobs were lost in 2020. The plan is to give an 

additional direct stimulus payment to Americans by increasing the $600 December payment to 

$1,400 along with funds assigned for vaccinations. 

Stability & increased cash flow as the result of the roll out of a stimulus package has provided an 

opportunity to investors to make most of this period. Ninety One has forecasted that a surge in 

the inflow into US equities may cause a significant increase in developed market bond yields, 

with significant cross-asset implications. 

The expectation of robust stimulus package has boosted the confidence in markets. A day after 

the riots at US Capitol, all major US equity benchmarks hit record highs. 70% of S&P 500 reported 

profits and NASDAQ 100 expanded 2.5%. 

"Politics play second fiddle to economic and corporate fundamentals when it comes to setting 

asset prices," DataTrek Research co-founder Nick Colas said. "The country's economic future 

coming out of the pandemic remains promising." 

For the economy & markets, this stimulus package will come at the expense of high taxes. Even 

though increase in taxation is normally expected from a democratic president but this may give 

a jolt to market that has seen corporate tax cuts by Trump. In order to carry on the upward trend 

of earnings in Trump’s presidency, Biden will have to weigh up the possibility of keeping the rate 

at 21%, rather than the publicized 28% until economy settles in post pandemic period. 

6. Environment friendly 

It is expected that Biden’s presidency will totally change & reform the energy sector. The 

sustainability agenda put forth by Biden is the most daring step any president has taken for the 

environment by defining climate change as "the existential threat of our time". It is hoped that 
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Biden will position environment next to Coronavirus on his agenda for first 100 days of 

presidency.  

President Biden told reports on 19 December that "Just like we need a unified national response 

to Covid-19, we need a unified national response to climate change. We need to meet the 

moment with the urgency it demands, as we would during any national emergency." The 

environmental agenda is not isolated from the economy; in fact Biden administration wants to 

join together economy & environment. This will offer vast opportunities in the green sector. 

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has tweeted: "Our mission is to restore economic prosperity and 

financial stability. We'll do that by pursuing an investment agenda to rebuild our infrastructure, 

create better jobs, advance racial equity, and fight the climate crisis." 

Biden will be able to set out the expansion of electric vehicles, solar energy, de-carbonization & 

other green initiatives by using his extensive regulatory power. It is evident that Biden 

administration’s long term efforts will be on the integration and assimilation of environment & 

economy. 

7. ESG Investments – the new era 

The timing of Biden’s presidency & coronavirus may prove to be a stimulant for putting ESG 

investing into the limelight. Deloitte’s research shows that by 2025, half of all managed US assets 

will be ESG-mandated assets. The major reasons behind this emergence of ESG popularity are 

behaviors & opinions of investors shaped by Covid -19.   

Fidelity notes that main factor driving up the demand of ESG investments is that investors want 

to invest in social & business change makers as they wish to earn & protect reputation along with 

profits. Jon Hale, head of sustainability research for the Americas, Morningstar told CNBC that 
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Biden's legislation and policy path will "steer investors to low carbon and fossil fuel-free 

portfolios". 

Russell Investments implies that the Biden administration will choose a "hands-off approach to 

regulating the role of ESG considerations". This will pave way for fewer regulations for ESG than 

present set of regulations. 

8. Relations with China 

In 2011, Biden said that “a rising China is a positive development” for America and the world. But 

today he has changed his stance to caution & suspicion. In contrast to Trump’s no holds barred 

approach to China, Biden will try to resolve the current deadlocks in the relationship to avoid the 

lose-lose result. 

Although Biden has said that he does not plan to instantly eliminate tariffs but some have 

forecasted that tariffs will be removed ultimately.  Most certainly Biden administration will 

decide on taking the diplomatic route that will involve the regional US allies & move the talks 

with China further than trade to include regulations on investment, intellectual property and 

human rights. 

The stopgap method of using tariffs as leverage with China will prolong the negative impact of 

trade war in US economy. A favorable result of dialogue that is reciprocated by both China & US 

would be a welcome sign of normalization. 

9. Relations with the UK and Europe 

Establishing good relations with EU & UK is the wish of many democrats but from the general 

tone of Biden administration, it seems that Biden is not in hurry to make new economic 

agreements. 

Much to the disappointment of UK, Biden has vowed that he “won’t enter into any new trade 

agreements until … [the US has] made major investments here at home”. Unlike his democratic 
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predecessors Obama & Clinton, Biden is a bit restrained seemingly in hopes to silence anti-

globalists back at home. 

In a clear shift from Trump, Biden has assured that he will resume the dialogue to reestablish the 

cooperation with European allies. Winning allies support is crucial for Biden to reorganize WTO 

for issues like the lengthy dispute settlement process and judicial overreach. 
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Top Stock exchange performance 2021 

 

Stock market indexes make it easy for investors to pick and choose their selected set of 

companies. 

Top NASDAQ Stocks With Highest Returns 2021 

NASDAQ 100 is the popularly followed leading stock market index. Often represented by the 

ticker symbol NDX, this index is a market capitalization-based index which contains around 100 

of the largest domestic (U.S.) and foreign companies which are listed on The Nasdaq Stock 

Market. 

Sector-wise, this index has an exception - it excludes the companies falling in the financial sector. 

Most of the companies included in this index include technology sector companies whose 

performance tends to move the index more than the companies of any other sector. 

Following is a detailed list of top 5 stocks of the NASDAQ 100 index by computing the percentage 

gains made by the constituent companies between December 31 of the previous year and Mar 

22, 2021. 
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1. Twenty-First Century Fox Class A (FOXA) 

Price Gain: 49.90% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $25.11 billion 

52-week Price Range: $20.55 - $44.8 

Twenty-First Century Fox, Inc., incorporated on October 23, 2003, is a media and entertainment 

company. The Company’s segments include Cable Network Programming; Television; Filmed 

Entertainment, and Other. 

Twenty-First Century Fox Class A (FOXA) has moved by 49.9 percentage over the given period of 

2021-YTD, helping it gain a place at number one among the top performing stocks. The Consumer 

Services sector company managed to achieve the feat as its stock price changed from $29.12 

apiece to the price of $43.65 per share between the end of December of the previous year and 

Mar 22, 2021. The smart run of the New York, New York-based Television Services sector 

company lead to a handsome gain in its marketcap which changed from $17.24 billion to $25.11 

billion over the same duration. Twenty-First Century Fox is a key member of many popular stock 

market indexes. They include NASDAQ 100 index, Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and several 

other broader level multi-cap market indicators. 

2. Twenty-First Century Fox Class B (FOX) 

Price Gain: 42.49% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $25.18 billion 

52-week Price Range: $20.17 - $42.14 

Twenty-First Century Fox, Inc., incorporated on October 23, 2003, is a media and entertainment 

company. The Companys segments include Cable Network Programming; Television; Filmed 

Entertainment, and Other. 
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At number two in the list of top stocks stands Twenty-First Century Fox Class B (FOX), which saw 

a change in its stock price from the level of $28.88 apiece during previous year December end 

to the price of $41.15 per share as of Mar 22, 2021. It translates to a change of 42.49 percentage. 

The New York, New York-headquartered Consumer Services sector company also saw its market 

value change from $17.33 billion to $25.18 billion. The Television Services specialist also 

managed to outperform some of the major stock market indexes of which it is a part of. They 

include the NASDAQ 100 index, Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and a handful of other multi-

capitalization indexes. 

3. Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) 

Price Gain: 39.37% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $58.32 billion 

52-week Price Range: $24.36 - $189.26 

Moderna, Inc. develops medicines based on messenger RNA (mRNA). Its pipeline includes 

development candidates for mRNA-based vaccines and therapies for use in various therapeutic 

areas comprising prophylactic. 

Rank number three in the coveted list is held by Moderna, Inc. (MRNA) for being among the top 

performing stocks of 2021. Headquartered in Cambridge, MA, the Health Care sector company is 

categorized under the industrial sub-sector of Healthcare. Since the start of the year 2021, stock 

of Moderna has so far gained 39.37 percentage, based on the previous year's closing price of 

$104.47 per share and year-to-date price of $145.6 per share. During the same period, the 

market capitalization of the company changed from $41.34 billion to $58.32 billion. The stock of 

Moderna continues to be a major constituent of many leading stock indexes which include 

NASDAQ 100 index, and several other broader level multi-cap market indicators. 
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4. Applied Materials Inc (AMAT) 

Price Gain: 38.27% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $109.5 billion 

52-week Price Range: $41.58 - $124.5 

Applied Materials, Inc. (Applied), incorporated on March 18, 1987, provides manufacturing 

equipment, services and software to the global semiconductor, display and related industries. 

The company is classified under the Technology industry sector and further specialized as a 

Semiconductors sector business. 

During the given months of the year 2021, Applied Materials Inc (AMAT) was successful in 

generating YTD returns of 38.27 percentage which helped it gain the number four spot in the list 

of the top performing stocks which generated maximum returns during year 2021 till date. As of 

December of the previous year, the stock of the Santa Clara, California-based Applied Materials 

closed at a price of $86.3 per share, while it traded at a price of $119.33 per share as of Mar 22, 

2021. The company's market cap changed from $78.91 billion to $109.5 billion during the same 

period YTD. It ranks as a key constituent of major indexes that include NASDAQ 100 index, 

Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and several other broader level multi-cap market indicators.  

5. Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA) 

Price Gain: 33.17% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $45.89 billion 

52-week Price Range: $33.36 - $56.12 
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Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc., incorporated on September 2, 2014, is a holding company. The 

Company is a pharmacy-led health and wellbeing company. The Health Care sector business falls 

under the Medical Nursing Services industrial sub-sector. 

The Deerfield, Illinois-headquartered company Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA) is ranked 

number five among the best performing stocks of NASDAQ of 2021. Since the start of the year 

2021, the stock price of Walgreens Boots Alliance has changed by 33.17 percent, which is 

calculated based on the previous year's closing price of $39.88 per share and year-to-date 

closing price of $53.11 per share as of writing. The market value of the company as indicated by 

its market-cap changed from $34.45 billion to $45.89 billion during the same period. Walgreens 

Boots Alliance continues to be a leading constituent of many major stock market indexes like 

NASDAQ 100 index, Dow Jones Industrial Average index, S&P 500 index, Wilshire 5000 index, and 

a few other larger indexes which are part of the stock market. 

Top S&P 500 Stocks With Highest Returns 2021 

Among the big universe of stocks listed on the various stock exchanges, the popular stock market 

indexes like S&P 500 allow investors a convenient mode to access the top rated stocks. The S&P 

500 index contains the top 500 stocks by market value (or market capitalization) of the stocks 

listed in the American markets. 

Following list presents top 5 stocks that have given the maximum returns by looking at the price 

movement of all the S&P 500 stocks from the end of the previous year to the date of writing and. 

The list is prepared using the following method. The price of each stock is taken at the close of 

December 31 of the previous year and at the close of Mar 22, 2021. Percentage gains are then 

calculated using the two closing prices for each S&P 500 stock. 

1. Discovery Communications-A (DISCA) 

Price Gain: 148.09% 2021 year-to-date 
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Market Capitalization: $33.32 billion 

52-week Price Range: $17.69 - $78.14 

Discovery Communications, Inc. (Discovery), incorporated on April 28, 2008, is a global media 

company. The Company provides content across multiple distribution platforms, including pay-

television (pay-TV), free-to-air (FTA) and broadcast television. The Consumer Services sector 

business falls under the Television Services industrial sub-sector. 

The Silver Spring, Maryland-headquartered company Discovery Communications-A (DISCA) is 

ranked number one among the best performing stocks of S&P 500 of 2021. Since the start of the 

year 2021, the stock price of Discovery Communications has changed by 148.09 percent, which 

is calculated based on the previous year's closing price of $30.09 per share and year-to-date 

closing price of $74.65 per share as of writing. The market value of the company as indicated by 

its market-cap changed from $13.56 billion to $33.32 billion during the same period. Discovery 

Communications continues to be a leading constituent of many major stock market indexes like 

S&P 500 index, Wilshire 5000 index, and a few other larger indexes which are part of the stock 

market. 

2. Discovery Communications-C (DISCK) 

Price Gain: 147.19% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $33.32 billion 

52-week Price Range: $16.1 - $66.7 

Discovery Communications, Inc. (Discovery), incorporated on April 28, 2008, is a global media 

company. The Company provides content across multiple distribution platforms, including pay-

television (pay-TV), free-to-air (FTA) and broadcast television. The company is classified under 
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the Consumer Services industry sector and further specialized as a Television Services sector 

business. 

During the given months of the year 2021, Discovery Communications-C (DISCK) was successful 

in generating YTD returns of 147.19 percentage which helped it gain the number two spot in the 

list of the top performing stocks which generated maximum returns during year 2021 till date. As 

of December of the previous year, the stock of the Silver Spring, Maryland-based Discovery 

Communications closed at a price of $26.19 per share, while it traded at a price of $64.74 per 

share as of Mar 22, 2021. The company's market cap changed from $13.54 billion to $33.32 

billion during the same period YTD. It ranks as a key constituent of major indexes that include 

Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and several other broader level multi-cap market indicators.  

3. Marathon Oil Corp. (MRO) 

Price Gain: 62.37% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $8.55 billion 

52-week Price Range: $3.02 - $13.29 

Marathon Oil Corporation, incorporated on May 30, 2001, is an exploration and production (E&P) 

company. The Company operates through three segments: North America E&P, International 

E&P and Oil Sands Mining. Headquartered in Houston, Texas, the Energy sector company is 

categorized under the industrial sub-sector of Oil and Gas Production. 

Rank number three in the coveted list is held by Marathon Oil Corp. (MRO) for being among the 

top performing stocks of 2021. Since the start of the year 2021, stock of Marathon Oil has so far 

gained 62.37 percentage, based on the previous year's closing price of $6.67 per share and year-

to-date price of $10.83 per share. During the same period, the market capitalization of the 

company changed from $5.27 billion to $8.55 billion. The stock of Marathon Oil continues to be 
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a major constituent of many leading stock indexes which include Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 

index, and several other broader level multi-cap market indicators. 

4. L Brands Inc. (LB) 

Price Gain: 61.36% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $16.73 billion 

52-week Price Range: $8.8 - $62.08 

L Brands, Inc., incorporated on March 16, 1982, operates specialty retail business. The Company 

is focused on womens intimate and other apparel, personal care, beauty and home fragrance 

categories. 

At number four in the list of top stocks stands L Brands Inc. (LB), which saw a change in its stock 

price from the level of $37.19 apiece during previous year December end to the price of $60.01 

per share as of Mar 22, 2021. It translates to a change of 61.36 percentage. The Columbus, Ohio-

headquartered Consumer Services sector company also saw its market value change from $10.34 

billion to $16.73 billion. The Clothing Shoes and Accessory Stores specialist also managed to 

outperform some of the major stock market indexes of which it is a part of. They include the 

Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and a handful of other multi-capitalization indexes. 

5. Occidental Petroleum (OXY) 

Price Gain: 58.64% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $25.58 billion 

52-week Price Range: $8.52 - $32.52 
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Occidental Petroleum Corporation (Occidental), incorporated on April 9, 1986, is an oil and gas 

exploration and production company. 

Occidental Petroleum (OXY) has moved by 58.64 percentage over the given period of 2021-YTD, 

helping it gain a place at number five among the top performing stocks. The Energy sector 

company managed to achieve the feat as its stock price changed from $17.31 apiece to the price 

of $27.46 per share between the end of December of the previous year and Mar 22, 2021. The 

smart run of the Los Angeles, California-based Oil and Gas Production sector company lead to a 

handsome gain in its marketcap which changed from $16.12 billion to $25.58 billion over the 

same duration. Occidental Petroleum is a key member of many popular stock market indexes. 

They include Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and several other broader level multi-cap 

market indicators. 

Top Dow Jones Stocks With Highest Returns 2021 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a leading stock market index which is published by the Dow 

Jones Company. The Dow Jones Industrial Average, also referred to by ticker symbol DJIA, is one 

of the most popular stock market index. It contains a list of top 30 companies which are 

considered the leaders in their respective markets and qualify for being called as the blue-chip 

stocks. One important feature of the Dow Jones index is that it is a price-weighted index, and not 

a market capitalization-weighted index like many other popular indexes. Using the concept of a 

divisor, the stocks which have the highest prices are included in the list of 30 stocks in the Dow 

Jones index. 

Even though the Dow Jones index represents the top 30 companies, investors often tend to look 

for the leaders within this set of constituents. Following list provides a list of companies belonging 

to the Dow Jones market index which have generated the maximum percentage gains between 

the period of December 31 of the previous year to the Mar 22, 2021. The list shows the 

percentage gains achieved by a particular Dow Jones stock over the given period - that is, stock 

which generated the highest returns is ranked at the top. 
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1. Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA) 

Price Gain: 33.17% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $45.89 billion 

52-week Price Range: $33.36 - $56.12 

Walgreens Boots Alliance, Inc., incorporated on September 2, 2014, is a holding company. The 

Company is a pharmacy-led health and wellbeing company. 

Walgreens Boots Alliance (WBA) has moved by 33.17 percentage over the given period of 2021-

YTD, helping it gain a place at number one among the top performing stocks. The Health Care 

sector company managed to achieve the feat as its stock price changed from $39.88 apiece to 

the price of $53.11 per share between the end of December of the previous year and Mar 22, 

2021. The smart run of the Deerfield, Illinois-based Medical Nursing Services sector company lead 

to a handsome gain in its marketcap which changed from $34.45 billion to $45.89 billion over 

the same duration. Walgreens Boots Alliance is a key member of many popular stock market 

indexes. They include NASDAQ 100 index, Dow Jones Industrial Average index, Wilshire 5000 

index, S&P 500 index, and several other broader level multi-cap market indicators. 

2. Intel Corp. (INTC) 

Price Gain: 31.73% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $266.66 billion 

52-week Price Range: $43.61 - $66.38 
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Intel Corporation, incorporated on March 1, 1989, is engaged in designing and manufacturing 

products and technologies, such as the cloud. The Technology sector business falls under the 

Semiconductors industrial sub-sector. 

The Santa Clara, California-headquartered company Intel Corp. (INTC) is ranked number two 

among the best performing stocks of Dow Jones of 2021. Since the start of the year 2021, the 

stock price of Intel has changed by 31.73 percent, which is calculated based on the previous 

year's closing price of $49.82 per share and year-to-date closing price of $65.63 per share as of 

writing. The market value of the company as indicated by its market-cap changed from $204.16 

billion to $266.66 billion during the same period. Intel continues to be a leading constituent of 

many major stock market indexes like NASDAQ 100 index, Dow Jones Industrial Average index, 

S&P 500 index, Wilshire 5000 index, and a few other larger indexes which are part of the stock 

market. 

3. Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS) 

Price Gain: 28.68% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $115.45 billion 

52-week Price Range: $141.67 - $356.85 

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., incorporated on July 21, 1998, is an investment banking, 

securities and investment management company that provides a range of financial services to 

corporations & financial institutions. Headquartered in New York, NY, the Finance sector 

company is categorized under the industrial sub-sector of Investment Bankers and Brokers. 

Rank number three in the coveted list is held by Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS) for being among 

the top performing stocks of 2021. Since the start of the year 2021, stock of Goldman Sachs has 

so far gained 28.68 percentage, based on the previous year's closing price of $263.71 per share 

and year-to-date price of $339.33 per share. During the same period, the market capitalization 
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of the company changed from $90.73 billion to $115.45 billion. The stock of Goldman Sachs 

continues to be a major constituent of many leading stock indexes which include Wilshire 5000 

index, Dow Jones Industrial Average index, S&P 500 index, and several other broader level multi-

cap market indicators. 

4. Caterpillar Inc. (CAT) 

Price Gain: 24.17% 2021 year-to-date 

Market Capitalization: $123.25 billion 

52-week Price Range: $95.17 - $237.78 

Caterpillar Inc. (Caterpillar), incorporated on March 12, 1986, is a manufacturer of construction 

and mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial gas turbines and diesel-electric 

locomotives. The company is classified under the Capital Goods industry sector and further 

specialized as a Construction Agri-equipment and Trucks sector business. 

During the given months of the year 2021, Caterpillar Inc. (CAT) was successful in generating YTD 

returns of 24.17 percentage which helped it gain the number four spot in the list of the top 

performing stocks which generated maximum returns during year 2021 till date. As of December 

of the previous year, the stock of the Peoria, Illinois-based Caterpillar closed at a price of $182.02 

per share, while it traded at a price of $226.02 per share as of Mar 22, 2021. The company's 

market cap changed from $98.88 billion to $123.25 billion during the same period YTD. It ranks 

as a key constituent of major indexes that include Wilshire 5000 index, Dow Jones Industrial 

Average index, S&P 500 index, and several other broader level multi-cap market indicators.  

5. Chevron Corp. (CVX) 

Price Gain: 21.42% 2021 year-to-date 
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Market Capitalization: $197.53 billion 

52-week Price Range: $60.32 - $112.7 

Chevron Corporation (Chevron), incorporated on January 27, 1926, manages its investments in 

subsidiaries and affiliates, and provides administrative, financial, management and technology 

support to the United States and international subsidiaries.  

At number five in the list of top stocks stands Chevron Corp. (CVX), which saw a change in its 

stock price from the level of $84.45 apiece during previous year December end to the price of 

$102.54 per share as of Mar 22, 2021. It translates to a change of 21.42 percentage. The San 

Ramon, California-headquartered Energy sector company also saw its market value change from 

$162.57 billion to $197.53 billion. The Integrated oil Companies specialist also managed to 

outperform some of the major stock market indexes of which it is a part of. They include the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average index, Wilshire 5000 index, S&P 500 index, and a handful of other multi-

capitalization indexes. 
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Stock Performance by Sector within Total Market 

Sector One Day 5 Day’s 30 Day’s 90 Day’s YTD 
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Top Stocks performance 2021 

 

 

Alphabet (GOOG) 

Company's Full Name: Alphabet Inc Class C 

Short Name: Alphabet 

Trading Ticker Symbol: GOOG 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  Mountain View, California 

Primary Industry Sector: Technology 

Seconday Sub-sector: Computer Software-Programming and Data Processing 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Technology, Computer Software-Programming and Data 

Processing, Internet, NASDAQ, S&P 500, , Wilshire 5000, , ESG 
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Company Overview 

Alphabet Inc., incorporated on July 23, 2015, is a holding company. The Company's businesses 

include Google Inc. (Google) and its Internet products, such as Access, Calico, CapitalG, GV, Nest, 

Verily, Waymo and X. The Company's segments include Google and Other Bets. The Google 

segment includes its Internet products, such as Search, Ads, Commerce, Maps, YouTube, Google 

Cloud, Android, Chrome and Google Play, as well as its hardware initiatives. The Google segment 

is engaged in advertising, sales of digital content, applications and cloud offerings, and sales of 

hardware products. The Other Bets segment is engaged in the sales of Internet and television 

services through Google Fiber, sales of Nest products and services, and licensing and research 

and development (R&D) services through Verily. 

Google is engaged in investing in infrastructure, data management, analytics and artificial 

intelligence (AI). The Company offers Google Assistant, which allows users to type or talk with 

Google in a natural conversational way to help them get things done; Google Maps, which helps 

users navigate to a store while showing them current traffic conditions, and Google Photos, which 

helps users store and organize all of their photos. The Company invests in platforms, such as 

Chrome browser, Android mobile operating system, Chrome operating system and Daydream 

virtual reality platform, as well as its hardware devices, such as the Pixel phone and Google Home. 

The Company competes with Microsoft, Yahoo, Yandex, Baidu, Naver, Seznam, Amazon, eBay, 

Kayak, LinkedIn, WebMD, Facebook, Twitter, Criteo, AppNexus, Netflix, Hulu and Apple. 

Market and Trading Information for Alphabet 

Current Share Price: $2038.59 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $1751.88 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): 16.37% 

Market Cap: $1369 billion 

52-week Price Range: $1079.81 - $2152.68 
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Dividend Per Share: $0 

EPS (TTM): 58.61 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 34.78 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 25.08 
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Facebook (FB) 

Company's Full Name: Facebook, Inc. 

Short Name: Facebook 

Trading Ticker Symbol: FB 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  Menlo Park, California 

Primary Industry Sector: Technology 

Seconday Sub-sector: Computer Software-Programming and Data Processing 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Technology, Computer Software-Programming and Data 

Processing, Internet, NASDAQ, S&P 500, , Wilshire 5000, , Artificial 

Intelligence 

Company Overview 

Facebook, Inc., incorporated on July 29, 2004, is focused on building products that enable people 

to connect and share through mobile devices, personal computers and other surfaces. The 

Company also enables people to discover and learn about what is going on in the world around 

them, enables people to share their opinions, ideas, photos and videos, and other activities with 

audiences ranging from their friends to the public, and stay connected by accessing its products. 

The Company's products include Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, WhatsApp and Oculus. The 

Company also engages in selling advertising placements to marketers. Its advertisements let 

marketers reach people based on a range of factors, including age, gender, location, interests 

and behaviors. Marketers purchase advertisements that can appear in multiple places, including 

on Facebook, Instagram, and third-party applications and Websites. 

The Company competes with Google. 
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Market and Trading Information for Facebook 

Current Share Price: $293.54 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $273.16 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): 7.46% 

Market Cap: $835.91 billion 

52-week Price Range: $150.83 - $304.67 

Dividend Per Share: $0 

EPS (TTM): 10.09 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 29.09 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 21.68 
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Amazon (AMZN) 

Company's Full Name: Amazon.com Inc 

Short Name: Amazon 

Trading Ticker Symbol: AMZN 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  Seattle, Washington 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Consumer Services 

Seconday Sub-sector: Catalog and Specialty Distribution 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Consumer Services, Catalog and Specialty Distribution, Consumer 

Cyclical, Specialty Retail, NASDAQ, Internet, S&P 500, Cloud 

Computing, , Wilshire 5000, , ESG, , Artificial Intelligence 
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Company Overview 

Amazon.com, Inc., incorporated on May 28, 1996, offers a range of products and services through 

its Websites. The Company operates through three segments: North America, International and 

Amazon Web Services (AWS). The Company's products include merchandise and content that it 

purchases for resale from vendors and those offered by third-party sellers. It also manufactures 

and sells electronic devices. 

The Company also offers other services, such as database offerings, fulfillment, publishing, 

certain digital content subscriptions, advertising and co-branded credit cards. The Company 

serves consumers through its retail Websites and focuses on selection, price and convenience. 

The Company serves authors and independent publishers with Kindle Direct Publishing, an online 

service that lets independent authors and publishers choose a royalty option and make their 

books available in the Kindle Store, along with its own publishing arm, Amazon Publishing. 

Market and Trading Information for Amazon 

Current Share Price: $3110.87 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $3256.93 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): -4.48% 

Market Cap: $1567 billion 

52-week Price Range: $1885.78 - $3552.25 

Dividend Per Share: $0 

EPS (TTM): 41.83 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 74.37 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 47.06 
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Netflix (NFLX) 

Company's Full Name: Netflix Inc. 

Short Name: Netflix 

Trading Ticker Symbol: NFLX 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  Los Gatos, California 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Consumer Services 

Seconday Sub-sector: Consumer Electronics Video 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Consumer Services, Consumer Electronics Video, Consumer 

Electronics Video, Consumer Cyclical, Media, NASDAQ, S&P 500, 

Cloud Computing, , Wilshire 5000, , Artificial Intelligence 

Company Overview 

Netflix, Inc., incorporated on August 29, 1997, is a provider an Internet television network. The 

Company operates through three segments: Domestic streaming, International streaming and 

Domestic DVD. The Domestic streaming segment includes services that streams content to its 

members in the United States. The International streaming segment includes services that 

streams content to its members outside the United States. The Domestic DVD segment includes 

services, such as digital optical disc (DVD)-by-mail. 

The Company's members can watch original series, documentaries, feature films, as well as 

television shows and movies directly on their Internet-connected screen, televisions, computers 

and mobile devices. It offers its streaming services both domestically and internationally. In the 

United States, its members can receive DVDs delivered to their homes. The Company had 

members streaming in over 190 countries, as of December 31, 2016. Its subsidiaries include 

Netflix Entretenimento Brasil LTDA, Netflix K.K., Netflix International B.V., Netflix Streaming 

Services, Inc., NetflixCS, Inc. and Netflix Studios, LLC. 
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Market and Trading Information for Netflix 

Current Share Price: $523.11 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $540.73 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): -3.26% 

Market Cap: $231.68 billion 

52-week Price Range: $339.17 - $593.29 

Dividend Per Share: $0 

EPS (TTM): 6.08 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 86.04 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 40.27 
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Apple (AAPL) 

Company's Full Name: Apple Inc. 

Short Name: Apple 

Trading Ticker Symbol: AAPL 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  Cupertino, California 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Technology 

Seconday Sub-sector: Computer Manufacturing 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Technology, Computer Manufacturing, Consumer Electronics, 

NASDAQ, Software, S&P 500, , Wilshire 5000, , Dow Jones, , ESG, , 

Artificial Intelligence, , Electric Vehicles 
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Company Overview 

Apple Inc., incorporated on January 3, 1977, designs, manufactures and markets mobile 

communication and media devices, personal computers and portable digital music players. The 

Company sells a range of related software, services, accessories, networking solutions and third-

party digital content and applications. The Company's segments include the Americas, Europe, 

Greater China, Japan and Rest of Asia Pacific. The Americas segment includes both North and 

South America. 

The Company sells and delivers digital content and applications through the iTunes Store, App 

Store, Mac App Store, television APP Store, iBooks Store and Apple Music (collectively Internet 

Services). The Company sells its products through its retail stores, online stores and direct sales 

force through third-party cellular network carriers, wholesalers, retailers and value-added 

resellers. The Company sells a range of third-party Apple compatible products, including 

application software and accessories through its retail and online stores. The Company sells to 

consumers, small and mid-sized businesses and education, enterprise and government 

customers. 

Market and Trading Information for Apple 

Current Share Price: $123.39 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $132.69 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): -7.01% 

Market Cap: $2071 billion 

52-week Price Range: $58.58 - $145.09 

Dividend Per Share: $0.81 

EPS (TTM): 3.69 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 33.47 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 26.37 
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Tesla Motors (TSLA) 

Company's Full Name: Tesla Motors, Inc. 

Short Name: Tesla Motors 

Trading Ticker Symbol: TSLA 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  California, CA 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Capital Goods 

Seconday Sub-sector: Auto Manufacturing 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Capital Goods, Auto Manufacturers, Consumer Cyclical, Auto 

Manufacturers, NASDAQ, Renewable Energy, , Wilshire 5000, , ESG, , 

Artificial Intelligence, , Electric Vehicles 

 

Company Overview 

Tesla, Inc., formerly Tesla Motors, Inc., incorporated on July 1, 2003, designs, develops, 

manufactures and sells fully electric vehicles, and energy storage systems, as well as installs, 

operates and maintains solar and energy storage products. The Company operates through two 

segments: automotive, and energy generation and storage. The automotive segment includes 

the design, development, manufacturing, and sales of electric vehicles. The energy generation 

and storage segment includes the design, manufacture, installation, and sale or lease of 

stationary energy storage products and solar energy systems to residential and commercial 

customers, or sale of electricity generated by its solar energy systems to customers. 

As of December 31, 2016, the Company produced and sold two fully electric vehicles, the Model 

S sedan and the Model X sport utility vehicle (SUV). It also offers Model 3, a sedan designed for 

the mass market. The Company sells vehicles through its own sales and service network.  
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The Company develops energy storage products for use in homes, commercial facilities and utility 

sites. The Company's energy product portfolio includes systems with a range of applications, from 

use in homes to use in large grid-scale projects.  

The Company competes with Audi, BMW, Lexus, Mercedes, Honda, Toyota, Daimler, Nissan, Fiat, 

Ford, General Motors, Mitsubishi, AES Energy Storage, LG Chem, Samsung, Vivint Solar Inc., 

Sunrun Inc., Trinity Solar and Sungevity, Inc. 

Market and Trading Information for Tesla Motors 

Current Share Price: $670 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $705.67 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): -5.05% 

Market Cap: $643.1 billion 

52-week Price Range: $89.28 - $900.4 

Dividend Per Share: $0 

EPS (TTM): 0.64 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 1046.88 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 121.38 
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Microsoft (MSFT)  

Company's Name: Microsoft Corp. 

Short Name: Microsoft 

Trading Ticker 

Symbol: 

MSFT 

Primary Exchange: NASDAQ 

Headquarter  Redmond, Washington 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Technology 

Seconday Sub-sector: Computer Software-Prepackaged Software 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Technology, Computer Software-Prepackaged Software, 

Infrastructure Software, NASDAQ, Software, Blockchain, ESG, S&P 

500, Cloud Computing, , Wilshire 5000, , Dow Jones, , Artificial 

Intelligence, , Electric Vehicles 

Company Overview 

Microsoft Corporation, incorporated on September 22, 1993, is a technology company. The 

Company develops, licenses, and supports a range of software products, services and devices. 

The Company's segments include Productivity and Business Processes, Intelligent Cloud and 

More Personal Computing. The Company's products include operating systems; cross-device 

productivity applications; server applications; business solution applications; desktop and server 

management tools; software development tools; video games, and training and certification of 

computer system integrators and developers. It also designs, manufactures, and sells devices, 

including personal computers (PCs), tablets, gaming and entertainment consoles, phones, other 

intelligent devices, and related accessories, that integrate with its cloud-based offerings. It offers 

an array of services, including cloud-based solutions that provide customers with software, 
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services, platforms, and content, and it provides solution support and consulting services. It also 

delivers online advertising to a global audience. 

The Company competes with Amazon, Apple, Google, Sony, Nintendo, Electronic Arts, Activision 

Blizzard and Facebook. 

Market and Trading Information for Microsoft 

 

Current Share Price: $235.99 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $222.42 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): 6.1% 

Market Cap: $1780 billion 

52-week Price Range: $141.27 - $246.13 

Dividend Per Share: $2.09 

EPS (TTM): 6.71 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 35.19 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 29.21 
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Coca-Cola (KO) 

Company's Name: The Coca-Cola Company 

Short Name: Coca-Cola 

Trading Ticker 

Symbol: 

KO 

Primary Exchange: NYSE 

Headquarter  Atlanta, Georgia 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Consumer Non-Durables 

Seconday Sub-

sector: 

Beverages Production and Distribution 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Low Volatility, Consumer Non-Durables, Beverages Production and 

Distribution, Beverages, Consumer Defensive, Beverages - Soft Drinks, 

Coffee, Most Diversified, Low Beta, Dividend Aristocrats, S&P 500, , 

Wilshire 5000, , Dow Jones, , ESG, , Dogs of the Dow, , Small Dogs of the 

Dow 

Company Overview 

The Coca-Cola Company, incorporated on September 5, 1919, is a beverage company. The 

Company owns or licenses and markets non-alcoholic beverage brands, primarily sparkling 

beverages and a range of still beverages, such as waters, flavored waters and enhanced waters, 

juices and juice drinks, ready-to-drink teas and coffees, sports drinks, dairy and energy drinks. 

The Company's segments include Europe, Middle East and Africa; Latin America; North America; 

Asia Pacific; Bottling Investments, and Corporate. The Company owns and markets a range of 

non-alcoholic sparkling beverage brands, including Coca-Cola, Diet Coke, Fanta and Sprite.  

As of December 31, 2016, the Company owned or licensed and marketed over 500 non-alcoholic 

beverage brands. The Company markets, manufactures and sells beverage concentrates, which 
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are referred to as beverage bases, and syrups, including fountain syrups (concentrate business 

or concentrate operations), and finished sparkling and still beverages (finished product business 

or finished product operations). The Company makes its beverage products available to 

consumers across the world through its network of Company-owned or -controlled bottling and 

distribution operations, as well as bottling partners, distributors, wholesalers and retailers. 

The Company competes with PepsiCo, Inc., Nestle S.A., Dr Pepper Snapple Group, Inc., Groupe 

Danone, Mondelez International, Inc., The Kraft Heinz Company, Suntory Beverage & Food 

Limited and Unilever. 

Market and Trading Information for Coca-Cola 

Current Share Price: $51 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $54.84 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): -7% 

Market Cap: $219.78 billion 

52-week Price Range: $38.83 - $54.93 

Dividend Per Share: $1.64 

EPS (TTM): 1.79 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 28.49 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 21.89 
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Procter and Gamble (PG) 

Company's Full 

Name: 

The Procter and Gamble Co. 

Short Name: Procter and Gamble 

Trading Ticker 

Symbol: 

PG 

Primary Exchange: NYSE 

Headquarter  Cincinnati, Ohio 

Primary Industry 

Sector: 

Basic Industries 

Seconday Sub-sector: Package Goods and Cosmetics 

Main Business 

Areas/Categories: 

Low Volatility, Basic Industries, Package Goods and Cosmetics, 

Consumer Defensive, Household & Personal Products, ESG, Most 

Diversified, Low Beta, Dividend Aristocrats, S&P 500, , Wilshire 5000, 

, Dow Jones 

Company Overview 

The Procter & Gamble Company, incorporated on May 5, 1905, is focused on providing branded 

consumer packaged goods to the consumers across the world. The Company operates through 

five segments: Beauty; Grooming; Health Care; Fabric & Home Care, and Baby, Feminine & Family 

Care. The Company sells its products in approximately 180 countries and territories primarily 

through mass merchandisers, grocery stores, membership club stores, drug stores, department 

stores, distributors, baby stores, specialty beauty stores, e-commerce, high-frequency stores and 

pharmacies. The Company owns and operates approximately 20 manufacturing sites located in 

over 20 states in the United States. In addition, it owns and operates over 100 manufacturing 

sites in approximately 40 countries. 
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Market and Trading Information for Procter and Gamble 

Current Share Price: $130.18 

Previous Year's Closing Price: $139.14 

Percentage Price Change (YTD): -6.44% 

Market Cap: $320.57 billion 

52-week Price Range: $96.07 - $146.92 

Dividend Per Share: $3.12 

EPS (TTM): 5.29 

Price-Earnings (Trailing): 24.6 

Price-Earnings (Forward): 21.55 
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Fundamentals of oil 

 

Crude oil is one of the most actively traded commodities in the world, and its price affects the 

price of many other commodities, including gasoline and natural gas. However, the ripple effect 

of crude oil prices also impacts the price of stocks, bonds, and currencies around the globe. It 

remains a major source of energy for the world, despite increased interest in the renewable 

energy sector. 

Crude oil is one of the better commodities to trade on a futures contract because the market is 

incredibly active, and it is well known to traders around the world. Oil prices fluctuate on the 

faintest whisper of news regarding pricing, which makes it a favorite of swing and day traders 

looking for an edge. This volatile environment can provide some solid trading opportunities, 

whether your focus is on day trading futures or you are a longer-term trader. It can also provide 

great losses if you are on the wrong side of a price movement. 

Crude Oil Fundamentals 

Crude is the raw material that is refined to produce gasoline, heating oil, diesel, jet fuel, and many 

other petrochemicals. It comes in many different grades, and the fundamentals are different 
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since it is a raw product. Light sweet crude oil is the most popular grade of crude oil being traded 

because it is the easiest to distill into other products and it is traded on the New York Mercantile 

Exchange (NYMEX). Brent Blend Crude is another grade of oil that is primarily traded in London 

and seeing increased interest.  

Russia, Saudi Arabia, and the United States are the world's three largest oil producers. Brent is 

the most widely used benchmark for determining gasoline prices. 

West Texas Intermediate (WTI) is crude from U.S. wells. The product is light and sweet, which 

makes it ideal for gasoline, and it trades under the CL ticker on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

(CME). The NYMEX Middle Eastern crude is known as Dubai and Oman oil. It has a higher sulfur 

content and falls into the category of heavy, sour oil. The Dubai Mercantile Exchange offers 

futures for this crude. When crude oil is refined or processed, it takes about three barrels of oil 

to produce two barrels of unleaded gas and one barrel of heating oil. 

The main reports for crude oil are found in the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

Weekly Energy Stocks report. This report is released every Wednesday around 1 p.m. ET 

Volatile Market for Crude Oil Futures 

Major news events can happen overnight, causing oil prices to swing unpredictably and widely. 

The same thing can happen throughout the day since crude futures trade around the clock. 

Whether it's an economic report or tensions in the Middle East, a tight supply situation can 

exacerbate price movement. Supply and demand dictate how prices move, but the market moves 

on emotion as well, especially with retail investors who day trade. If tensions escalate in the 

Middle East, there's no telling the extent of possible supply disruptions, and traders often react 

swiftly on the news, adjusting their strategy following price fluctuations. 

 

 

https://www.thebalance.com/the-basics-of-crude-oil-classification-1182570
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Price Movements for Crude Oil 

The reason prices move so swiftly is that traders who have short positions in the market tend to 

cover their shorts quickly if price creeps up, either eroding their gains or causing losses. To do 

this, they have to place buy orders to cover. This wave of buying is done at the same time 

speculators are jumping on board to establish or add to long positions. The shorts will cover 

quickly because the risk is just too great. If a major development arose that disrupted supply, 

shorts could theoretically lose more money than they invested, resulting in a margin call from 

their brokerage—one of the most dreaded calls in the world of investors. 

For the most part, crude oil tends to be a trending market, primarily driven by psychological 

movement, and there's usually a major bias to the upside or downside. Trading from the trending 

side will certainly help improve your odds of success, though. Crude oil also tends to get stuck in 

prolonged ranges after a sizable move, and a person who can identify these ranges has plenty of 

opportunities to buy at the low end and sell at the high end. 

The value of the U.S. dollar is a major component in the price of oil. A higher dollar puts pressure 

on oil prices; a lower dollar helps support higher oil prices. Crude oil also tends to move closely 

with the stock market but in the opposite direction. A growing economy and stock market tend 

to support higher oil prices, but prices moving too high can stifle the economy. This trend 

becomes a concern when oil prices approach the psychological price marker of $100 a barrel. 

Day Trading Crude Oil Futures 

Crude oil is one of the favorite markets of futures day traders. The market typically reacts very 

well to pivot points and support and resistance levels. Stop orders are automatically triggered 

that can help reduce the high risk of a market that can make very swift runs—up or down—at 

any given time. You have to make sure you use stop orders in this market. Many of the same 

principles that apply to stock index futures also apply to crude oil futures. If you like trading the 

E-mini S&P, you'll probably like crude oil, too. 
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Why to invest on oil in 2021? 

 

The oil industry took a tumble in 2020, but with a new COVID vaccine on the horizon and the 

potential for a major oil supply deficit looming over the industry, the tides are beginning to turn. 

Saudi oil cut 

Oil stocks soared on 5TH Jan, after Saudi Arabia announced a voluntary production cut of an extra 

1 million barrels per day throughout February and March. WTI Crude jumped to a 10-month high, 

as much as 5% to above $50 per barrel in Tuesday trades, while oil stocks like Marathon Oil and 

Occidental Petroleum surged as much as 14%. "We do that with the purpose of supporting our 

economy, the economies of our colleagues in OPEC+ countries, to support the industry," Saudi 

Energy Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman told reporters on Tuesday, according to Bloomberg. 

In recent months, OPEC+ members have struggled to agree to a deal on production rates, as a 

drop in demand due to the COVID-19 pandemic put a dent in oil prices. The OPEC+ meeting 

opened on Monday with Russia proposing a production hike of 500,000 barrels per day, but that 

measure was opposed by most members, according to Bloomberg. 
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As of Tuesday afternoon, the Energy sector led the stock market higher, up 6% on the day. 

Oil stocks have been surging recently as investors are anticipating the beaten-down sector to 

make a comeback. The jump in prices of oil stocks is expected. That’s because WTI, the main U.S. 

oil price benchmark is up around 50% in one month to about $39.52 (at the time of writing). 

Meanwhile, Brent Crude, the global benchmark, is up 37.2% in one month to about $42.48 a 

barrel. The jump we saw in oil stocks last Friday was due to the extension of historic production 

cuts from OPEC and its partners for another month. In addition to that, the unexpected drop in 

unemployment figures also helps lift the stock market and oil prices. 

One day after OPEC and its partners agreed to extend record oil production cuts until the end of 

July, Saudi Arabia has raised the selling prices for its crude grades to all destinations for July. The 

hike from Saudi may force other Gulf oil producers to follow the increase in pricing. With OPEC’s 

support for oil prices and unexpected improvement in the unemployment rate, investors are 

gaining confidence that the worst is over. It’s fair to assume that oil prices should continue to 

improve. As such, here are a few oil stocks that could be well-positioned to benefit from higher 

oil prices. 

In addition to crude prices slowly recovering, oil companies are also feeling the bump. Super 

majors like Exxon and Shell are up over X% since the start of the trading year and this rally is just 

getting started. 

The WTI crude oil price has risen by 37 per cent since early November, setting up strong support 

at $44-45 per barrel while there is resistance at the $50 per barrel psychological level and the 

February 2020 high of $54.65 per barrel. According to Capital.com’s WTI crude oil forecast 2021, 

the price will reach the $50 per barrel level. 

Will oil prices go up? 

 Analysts at Dutch bank ABN Amro note that the outlook for 2021 has oil prices “caught between 

the hope of restoring demand and fear of overproduction.” OPEC+ has agreed to increase oil 

production by 500,000 barrels per day in January rather than 2 million barrels per day as 
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previously scheduled, The analysts said: “With the continuing partial lockdowns and the major 

impact on international air traffic, the demand for oil will remain low for longer than previously 

thought. In order to prevent a new oversupply and to lower global oil stockpiles, OPEC+ will 

therefore evaluate and possibly adjust its decision-making more often.” 

The ABN analysts explained in their latest oil prices prediction: “Looking ahead to 2021, we 

believe that the main themes will remain unchanged. The demand for oil is dominated by the 

consequences of the fight against Covid-19. The sooner a working vaccine can lead to a relaxation 

of lockdowns, the sooner the demand for oil will recover. The market continues to pay attention 

to OPEC policy. However, we expect a rapid revival of the US shale oil industry to take much 

longer. The new legislation on production on federal land, stricter environmental requirements 

by the Biden Administration, and the increasing difficulty of finding funding for shale oil/gas will 

put a ceiling on oil production in the US.” 

Analysts at Canada’s TED Securities noted: “The oil glut should be cleared by the end of 2021, 

fueled by normalizing demand for products and by OPEC+ supply management.” 

Finally, a weaker dollar will support oil prices traded in dollars. However, the upward price 

potential will be limited by the large (reserve) production capacity which, if the price rises too 

much, allows for a rapid increase in oil production by OPEC+ countries. Our oil price estimates 

for 2021 remain unchanged for the time being. For Brent, this means an average price range of 

USD 45-50/barrel, for WTI USD 41-45/barrel. 

Demand recovery ahead 

The biggest weight on the oil market in 2020 was demand, which fell off a cliff because of the 

COVID-19 outbreak. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the global 

economy is on track to consume an average of 92.4 million barrels per day (BPD) of oil and other 

liquid fuels this year. That's a significant decline from its average of more than 100 million BPD in 

2018 and 2019. 

The outlook for 2021 is quite a bit brighter. The EIA sees global fuel demand recovering to an 

average of nearly 98.2 million BPD in 2021. Meanwhile, the International Energy Agency (IEA) 
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anticipates that oil consumption will average about 96.9 million barrels per day. That's a 5.7 

million BPD increase from 2020's average or about two-thirds of the lost demand. Further, it sees 

robust demand for gasoline and diesel, which it believes will return to about 99% of their pre-

COVID levels.  

But will crude oil prices rise as vaccines are distributed? 

According to analysts at ANZ in Australia, “a Covid-19 vaccine is a major turning point. Amongst 

its many benefits, will be that it could draw a line under the decline in oil market demand, which 

has suffered from government-imposed movement restrictions. However, there are some 

hurdles before the oil market can assume the worst is over. None the least of these is that many 

governments are currently increasing restrictions to halt a resurgent spread while vaccine mass-

production and distribution is worked out”. 

“The correlation of Covid-19 case numbers and crude oil demand has been relatively strong. In 

the US, crude oil demand has followed the path of the pandemic all year. After rebounding to 

18mb/d in early August, implied crude oil demand fell around 16- 16.5mb/d in October and 

November.” 

Assuming a vaccine is widely available in the second half of 2021, ANZ forecasts that “demand 

would start rising in Q2, but would be approximately 6mb/d lower than 2019 levels through H2 

2021. However, if OPEC increases output by 500kb/d each month in Q1 2021, the market will 

have a deficit of 600kb/d in H1 2021. Thereafter, economic growth is likely to be taking hold, 

keeping the market relatively tight despite OPEC ending its production-cut agreement.” 
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What Moves Gold Prices? 

 
 

Gold Starts 2021 with Strongest Year in 10, Up 24% to Beat Stocks as Covid 

Lockdowns Crush Growth and Interest Rates 

Gold prices closed the eve of New Year 2021 with their strongest annual gain in a decade on 

Thursday, capping the first year of the Covid-19 pandemic with a record-high annual finish of 

$1891 per ounce in London, heart of the world's bullion market. Gaining 24.1% in US Dollar price 

terms as social restrictions and lockdowns to try stemming the spread of corona virus caused the 

steepest global economic crash since World War 2, gold bullion in 2020 showed its best year since 

2010. 

 

Gold remains supported at lower levels by US stimulus expectations, say analysts. Gold tends to 

benefit from stimulus measures as it raises the prospect of inflation which bullion is used to 

hedge against. 

 

Gold priced in the Euro today showed a 13.4% rise for 2020 at €1540 per ounce, while UK gold 

prices in Pounds per ounce gained 19.4% gain for the year at £1382 after Parliament voted to 

ratify the Government of Boris Johnson's trade deal with the European Union, which the UK 
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finally leaves tonight over 4 years after the 52:48 referendum in favor of quitting the world's 

largest free-trade zone. "Brexit may have a lasting impact on the liquidity of the gold market in 

the long run," reckons a note from the precious metals team at French bank and London bullion 

market-maker BNP Paribas, "[because] most central banks still hold their gold in London's 

commercial banks' vaults or in the vaults of the Bank Of England. 

 

Fears that lockdown would prevent bullion reaching New York from the global storage and 

trading hub of London proved unfounded however as the secure logistics industry shipped record 

quantities of the precious metal across the Atlantic and also into the US from other locations. 

 

Major factors for increase in gold prices: 

• The price of gold is moved by a combination of supply, demand, and investor behavior.  

• Gold is often used to hedge inflation because, unlike paper money, since its supply doesn't 

change much year to year. 

• Studies show that gold prices have positive price elasticity, meaning the value increases 

along with demand. 

• Since gold often moves higher when economic conditions worsen, it is viewed as an 

efficient tool for diversifying a portfolio. 
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Investment guide 

 

Real Estate 

The benefits of investing in real estate are numerous. With well-chosen assets, investors can 

enjoy predictable cash flow, excellent returns, tax advantages, and diversification—and it's 

possible to leverage real estate to build wealth. 

Musharakah (equity participation) 

In a Musharakah agreement (also known as Shirkah), all the partners are involved in business 

operations – whereas with Mudarabah, the Rabb-ul-Maal (investor) has lead responsibility. The 

losses are also shared, hence becoming more of a joint management venture. Hence the word 

itself “Musharakah” which comes from an Arabic origin of “Shirkah” which means “sharing”, since 

both investor and entrepreneurs share losses as well as profits. 

Musharakah helps finance new business operations based on Islamic principles, which prohibit 

making a profit on interest from loans. Just like angel investment, one party helps another begin 

or expand a business. However, in this case, both parties would share X amount of all profits or 

losses and no actual “loan” of finances would occur. 
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Some partnerships are contractual, some are not – and parties involved become co-ownerships 

of a business. Musaharakah works similar to Equity Financing in the western world, except that 

capital is based on a share of profit or loss, as opposed to interest based. 

In Musharakah agreements (again, pre-agreed at the start) everyone can agree to work for the 

joint venture, and all parties involved act as each other’s agent in business matters. Further 

details about how Musharakah works are available on line, however it is best discussed with your 

potential investor or entrepreneurial partner whether you need to take this route. 

Although Angel investing is still at an early stage of development in the region, there are many 

new angel investment groups in the Middle East, such as the Arab Business Angel Network 

(ABAN), as well as a range of independent investors on sites such as ours. 

Angel Investors are becoming more common in the Middle East, and Business Angel networks 

are also being formed in countries such as Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, UAE, Qatar and Saudi Arabia, 

making a more available set of options out there for entrepreneurs. 

Forex trading 

Accessibility 

The Forex market, compared to other online trading markets, is more accessible. You can start 

forex trading from as low as $100. You don’t require a huge deposit to start trading. When you 

are consistent, smart, and patient, you can start with a small amount and grow slowly. Many 

people started with less and are now trading at seven figures. 

Another remarkable thing about Forex trading is that you can easily sign up for a trading account 

from your laptop. Many Forex brokers operate online. All you need to do to start trading is to 

register, submit your documents, and deposit money into your Forex trading account. 
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Time Flexibility 

The Forex trading market operates 24 hours a day and almost seven days every week. You don’t 

have to wait for the opening bell to start trading. This is because it involves many currencies from 

all over the world that float in the market. You can enter and exit a trade whenever you want. 

Whether you are a student, business-person, or employee, you can trade part-time. 

Profitability 

This is perhaps the reason every investor is looking for. The Forex market is highly profitable, with 

the potential to multiply your initial investment ten-fold overnight. As opposed to the stock 

market where you only make a profit when your stocks’ worth goes up, you have a lot of money 

to make in Forex even when your currency is going down. If you think a currency is going up, you 

buy it. When you feel a currency is going down, you sell it. It’s that simple. 

Equality 

Due to the enormous size of the Forex market, everyone is equal at trading. Most markets are 

usually controlled by one person or a few individuals and institutions. But with Forex trading, the 

retail trader trades on the same level as banks and other financial institutions. The Forex market 

cannot be influenced or compromised. 

 Liquidity 

Forex trading is hugely liquid because of the size of the market. It is the largest financial market 

globally and trades nearly $2 trillion every day. As an investor, you can easily enter or exit a 

position without worrying about the price jumping too far before executing your trade. 

Invest in Pakistan 

Geo-strategic Location 

Pakistan is strategically located to become Asia’s premier trade, energy and transport corridor. It 

is also the gateway to the energy rich Central Asian States, the financially liquid Gulf States and 
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the economically advanced Far Eastern tigers. This strategic advantage alone makes Pakistan a 

marketplace teeming with possibilities. 

Population and workforce 

Fifty five percent of our population is below the age of 19, which bodes well for long- term 

sustainable economic growth. Pakistan has a strong middle class. A large part of the workforce is 

proficient in English, hardworking and intelligent. Pakistan possesses a large pool of trained and 

experienced engineers, bankers, lawyers and other professionals with many having substantial 

international experience. The consumer market in Pakistan is growing at a very fast pace as 

reflected by tele-density which has now reached more than 150 million. 

Economic Outlook 

In the global financial crisis, Pakistan’s economy has shown resilience to the shocks and has 

maintained global and regional patterns and has performed better than some of the neighboring 

countries. International Reports of repute have shown that Pakistan ranks ahead of regional 

countries. 

Investment Policy 

The Policy has been designed to provide a comprehensive framework for creating a conducive 

business environment for the attraction of FDI. Pakistan's policy trends have been consistent, 

with liberalization, de-regulation, privatization, and facilitation being its foremost cornerstones. 

Special Economic Zones 

The Law of Special Economic Zones has been made to meet the global challenges of 

competitiveness to attract FDI. The law allows to create industrial cluster with liberal incentives, 

infrastructure, investor facilitation services to enhance productivity and reduce cost of doing 

business for economic development and poverty reduction. The Law further envisages to reduce 

processes through SEZ in Pakistan. 
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Risk management 

Risk management is the identification, evaluation, and prioritization of risks followed by 

coordinated and economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the 

probability or impact of unfortunate events or to maximize the realization of opportunities. 
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 Impact & Significance of Elon Musk’s Tweets on Stock Market 

 

 

 

Elon Musk is the CEO of Tesla Motors. He is the second richest person in the world with the net 

worth of $174 Billion. There is one more thing for which Musk is famous for; the impact of his tweets 

on stock market. In recent past, Elon Musk’s tweets have set off a trend in stock market. His tweets 

have triggered massive moves in assets & share prices. The main targets of Musk’s tweets are stocks 

& crypto currencies.  

On Jan 29th 2021, value of Bitcoin increased 20% & touched $38,556 after Elon Musk mentioned 

Bitcoin in his Twitter bio.  

The shares of CD Project, creator of computer game Cyberpunk 2077 saw an increase of more than 

12% when the billionaire shared on his twitter that Tesla Cars would offer its riders the facility to 

play this game in the car. 

Elon Musk’s tweets played a huge part in fuelling the frenzy around GameStop shares. When he 

tweeted “Gamestonk” along with a link to the Reddit thread, it propelled the stock value of 
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GameStock shares to more than $10 Billion. This hysteria caused by such a sudden rise in valuation 

forced some trading apps to pause & discontinue trading. 

Musk’s next target was Etsy, online craft marketplace. His tweet “I kinda love Etsy” caused the Etsy’s 

shares to increase by 9%.  

Musk once again proved his power to sway the stock market when he tweeted his 48.3 million 

followers that they should use Signal, an encrypted messaging app. But public confused it with 

another company Signal, small components producer. Its shares skyrocketed to 1100% increase.  

While Elon Musk’s influence to drive stock markets has got people’s attention, it has also got 

criticism.  Some analysts say Musk’s tweets can have damaging results for retail investors. With one 

tweet, Musk can make himself rich but In the end, it is a rich guy benefitting himself at the expense 

of a poor man. On the other hand, Musk’s supporters say that such type of one man’s influence is 

not new for capital markets. Influencers like Warren Buffet & Ray Dalio have always been influencing 

asset prices.  

Some sections of investors are demanding regulations regarding undue personal influence on stock 

market. They are demanding proactive rules & measures to catch up to the influencers’ clout. SEC is 

expected to bring rationality & fairness back to markets.  

No one can deny or ignore the charisma of Elon Musk. Tweeter has given him a public platform 

through which he is able to persuade, convince & sway the market sentiment. It is up to regulators 

to update the rule book for modern day influencers.  
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Stock market myths debunked 

 

1. Stock Market Investing is Essentially Much like Gambling: 

This myth about the stock market is often spread in the form of well-intentioned but misguided 

advice. Concerned by a few stories of loss, people might consider it best to advise you against 

the odds of the stock market. However, the comparison of the stock market to gambling could 

not be further from the truth. 

While gambling concerns itself with winning or losing by chance, stock market investment is 

driven by a number of factors. These include the history of the market, the present economic 

conditions and information about the company you want to invest in. Unlike gambling, these 

factors are not random and with adequate research, can be studied and predicted to make 

profitable investments. 

2. The Stock Market is Exclusively for Experts 

Another myth that concerns several potential investors is that investing in the share market is a 

closed game and is reserved exclusively for a select group of people. However, this is a complete 

misconception as anyone can participate in the stock market and make the most of its benefits 

for wealth creation. 

Investing in the share market certainly requires developing a certain know-how of the market 

and identifying the right shares for your risk appetite. But this process of learning is continuous 
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and develops over time. The share market favors’ preparation and is, therefore, open to anyone 

with a keen interest in the market. Simply open a trading account with a reliable broker and start 

investing. 

3. You Can Only Make Money by Investing A Lot of Money 

A myth that discourages new investors in the share market is that it is only an ideal investment 

for the wealthy. This myth stems from the belief that to make profit, one must have a lot of 

financing to survive the various losses along the way. However, this is entirely misguided. 

Like all investment options, the share market offers opportunities for traders with a variety of 

risk appetites and capital. After opening a trading account, you can even invest in shares for as 

low as 10-50 rupees. The key is to recognise the right companies and shares to invest in, and to 

develop a strategy to minimise your losses from the very beginning. 

4- I Should Just Try My Hand at Stock Market Investment 

The first myth about stock markets deals with excessive caution by comparing it with gambling. 

On the other end of the spectrum, however, is the myth that the stock market is a playing field 

where you can dabble without much consequence. As a result, people might feel inclined to 

invest in the share market based only on the few suggestions and recommendations they might 

receive from friends and family. 

However, in order to truly profit from the stock market, an investor should spend some time 

doing a fair bit of research. From understanding the market, to gauging the current economic 

trends, to formulating strategies, it is important to have at least a basic plan in place. In the age 

of the internet, there is a wide variety of research, market reports and helpful advice that can 

guide you in the right direction. 

5- The Stock Market Is an Exclusive Club for Brokers and Rich People 

Many market advisors claim to be able to call the markets' every turn. However, almost every 

study done on this topic has proven that these claims are false. Most market prognosticators are 
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notoriously inaccurate. Furthermore, the Internet has made the market much more accessible to 

the public than ever before. The data and research tools previously available only to brokerages 

are now available for individuals to use. Moreover, discount brokerages and robo-advisors allow 

investors to access the market with minimal investment. 

6- Stocks That Go Up Must Come Down 

The laws of physics do not apply to the stock market, and there is no gravitational force to pull 

stocks back to even. Over 20 years ago, Berkshire Hathaway's stock price rose from $7,455 to 

$17,250 per share in a little more than a five-year period. Far from coming back down, the stock 

rose again to over $344,000 per share in Feb. 2020.1  Although it is not true to state that stocks 

never undergo a correction, the point is that the stock price is a reflection of the company. If you 

find a great firm run by excellent managers, there is no reason the stock will not continue to rise. 

7. You need expert skills or inside knowledge to be a successful investor 

You don’t need mad skills to be a successful investor. The keys to being a successful investor are 

homework, patience and discipline, not a rare talent or inside knowledge. 

Homework— understand what you are investing and why. 

Patience— wait for investing opportunities to come your way. 

Discipline— don’t get caught up with the hype of the stock market. Invest in what you want, when 

you want. 

8- STOCK MARKETS ALWAYS RESULT IN LOSSES 

Without doubt stock markets are volatile. However, losses are suffered primarily by those who 

invest without getting their basics right or panic and exit investments following short-term 

volatility. Stock market investments are a different ballgame that requires patience and a sound 

understanding of the market dynamics. 
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It’s also essential to avoid a herd mentality and timing the market. It’s almost impossible to time 

the market and hence it’s important to remain invested for the long haul. It’s better to seek 

professional help if required. 

9- A market drop makes you lose money 

This myth is all over the news and the media. If the stock market drops 10%, all the media outlets 

will say that people lost 10% of their money. They will that people lost billions of dollars. 

But this is completely wrong. You do not lose money if the market is dropping. The shares that 

you have in the market are worth less after the drop that is true. But if you do not sell them, you 

have not lost any money. You can only lose money on the market if you sell some shares. As long 

as you hold onto your shares, you can still hope for a recovery. 

The reason this is all over the news is that fear sells well. People are very quickly afraid about 

these things and the media use their fears to sell more news. This is a bit sad but there is nothing 

we can do about that. 

Only sellers are losers! People that do not sell during a drop, do not lose money. 

10- You need to be a genius to invest 

Many people do not invest in the stock market because they think they are not smart enough for 

it. They think that investing in the stock market is for geniuses. 

This is a really old myth. But this is still only a myth. You do not need to be extremely smart to 

invest in the stock market. You need to be in control of your emotions. Your emotions can a huge 

problem when you invest, much more than your intelligence. 

If you invest only in broad indexes such as an index for an entire country, there is no need to be 

very smart for it. You need to not invest too much money of course. And you need to not to sell 

at the first sight of a loss. 
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This myth is also often related to age. Some people think they are too young or too old to invest 

in the stock market. But there is no correlation with age and the ability to make money on the 

stock market. 
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Customer journey 

 

Account Opening 

1. How to Register & open an account? 

2. What documents are required? 

3. Is there a minimum deposit requirement? 

Account Details 

4. What is the demo account? 

5. How to do online trading? 

6. How to verify my account? 

7. How can I access my account? 

8. How to manage my account? 

9. How to fund my trading account? 

10. I cannot log in to my account 
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11. Is my account secure? 

12. What are the government requirements for the account? 

Inexperienced traders 

13. Is this a fraud? 

14. I do not have any experience. 

15. How can I learn trading? 

Market & Company knowledge 

16. What are the forex market trading hours? 

17. What is the profit & loss ratio? 

18. What is Enrichers? 

19. What is the commission?  

Unhappy client 

20. I want to close my account. 
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Risk management process 

 

What is Risk Management? 

Risk management plays a vital role in business performances all over the world. It assists 

companies to recognize, calculate, chase and reduce the impact of risks on the business & its 

growth. Risk management is a common practice in the business environment executed by both 

small & large companies. Small businesses carry out risk management casually with one or two 

member team. Big enterprises have a devoted department with a large team headed by an 

experienced risk manager. Effective & Efficient management of risks being faced by companies is 

essential to ensure the business stability in the long-term. If companies are ignorant & oblivious 

of different types of risks, they may suffer the negative consequences for example; competitive 

risk leading to loss of market share, financial risk resulting in monetary loss or safety risk causing 

accidents. 

Risk management teams observe & examine the business & the environment its working in. They 

monitor the internal & external factors to detect any potential risks before they arise. These risks 

are like roadblocks on the journey of the business & they must be carefully dealt with if business 

wants to reach its destination. A minor risk can be avoided by small changes but for the major 

risk, business must use its all resources to steer clear. Risk management is all about assessing the 

probability & gravity of risks so that businesses can act proactively to protect themselves from 

any serious damage.  
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What is Risk Management Process? 

The risk management process outlines the steps to be taken to deal with risks. It consists of five 

main actions. They are; Risk identification, analyzing the risk, risk prioritization, solution 

implementation & risk monitoring.  

Step 1: Identify the Risk 

The first stage in risk management process is to detect & recognize as many risks as possible 

present in the environment in which the business operates.  These risks can be related to legal, 

environment, market, regulations etc. Organizations dedicated to risk management deploy ‘risk 

management solution’ in their system.  This allows all the stakeholders to have direct access to 

the information on risk factors linked to the organization in real time.  

Step 2: Analyze the Risk 

The second stage in risk management process is to analyze the risk that has been detected in the 

first step. Few things have to be examined while investigating the risk factor:  

• Scope & nature of the risk 

• Connection between the risk & organization’s internal environment 

• Gravity & significance of the risk 

• Number of business operations exposed to the risk 

• Does the risk have the potential to bring the business to halt or it will only cause small 

disruptions? 

With the help of risk management system, business can map out the details of the risk under 

evaluation. The expected result of risk analysis is to develop the framework that will weigh up 

the effects of risks.  
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Step 3: Rank the Risk 

The third stage in risk management process is to rank the risks according to their priority. In risk 

management solutions, risks are categorized on the basis of their acuteness. Risk that can cause 

minor damages is ranked as low level risk whereas risks that can prove disastrous for the business 

are categorized as high level risk. By ranking the risks according to their severity, business gets 

the comprehensive view of the total exposure to the risk environment. The rank of the risk; low 

or high decides the level of management involvement to control the exposure & damage.  

Step 4: Treat the Risk 

In the fourth stage of risk management process, we try to treat the risk in any possible way so 

that it is controlled or eradicated before it can harm the business. Expert help is utilized to 

manage each risk type. In this regard, risk management solution proves to be very beneficial for 

the business as it brings together all the stakeholders including higher management into the 

discussion regarding the solutions suggested & progress made. Risk management solution gives 

real time updates to everyone.  

Step 5: Monitor and Review the Risk 

Not every risk is subject to eradication. Some element of risk exposure is always present for the 

business. Companies should always monitor, observe & keep an eye on two types of risks; market 

& environmental. By adopting digital technology, risk management system supervises the 

complete framework of risk management in a company. Any change in risk factors is instantly 

picked up by the system that sends notifications to all the stakeholders. This allows monitoring 

& smooth continuity of businesses.  
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Manual Vs Digital Risk Management Process 

The fundamentals of risk management process are still the same although the digitalization has 

made the process simpler, efficient & up to date with recent times. Digital risk management 

process gives modern solutions to modern-day problems.  

Risk Management Evaluation 

Risk management evaluations are important to optimize the efficiency of risk management 

process. Evaluations facilitate businesses to recognize the competence, strong point & weakness 

of the process. Frequent evaluations of risk management process give businesses important 

insights where improvement in the framework is required. Technology has made the whole 

process of evaluation simple. Risk management evaluation is critical & essential before making 

any decision about risk management process & its framework.  
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Fed comments & market direction 

 

 

On 17th March, 2021 Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) held its meeting that had an 

instant impact on the markets. Chair of Federal Reserve, Jerome Powell in his remarks to the 

press stressed to continue the assertive stance on monetary stimulus. FOMC assured that an 

increase in inflation will be short-lived as they forecasted a robust growth in U.S economy in last 

40 years.  

 

Federal Reserve’s refusal to an early increase in interest-rates dashed the expectations of 

investors. In the aftermath of FOMC meeting U.S dollar, a preferred safe-haven for investors, 

stood-firm on Friday, 19th March. Dollar’s perseverance was due to a rise in treasury yields & a 

decline in stock markets as investors reacted to Powell’s statements.  

 

On 19th March, Friday dollar index recorded its highest move in last two weeks as it rose 0.5% 

from Thursday position. The benchmark U.S. 10-year yield broke the one year record as it hit the 

highest point of 1.754% overnight before it settled on 1.706%. As Wall Street closed low, Asian 

markets followed suit. There was a brief fall in yen as Asian Markets reacted as a result of Bank 

of Japan’s expected decision to broaden the target band for the benchmark yield.  
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Fed meeting 

 

This week, Fed will sway the markets in one way or the other, even if Fed shows restrain & caution 

in its statement. Fed chairman Jerome Powell will do press conference after its important two-

day meeting concludes on Wednesday. It is expected that press will probe Powell on low interest 

rate and asset purchases. Recently Fed’s policies have come under limelight & scrutiny after 

interest rates rose & economy bounced back. Powell will be questioned whether these policies 

will continue or discontinued.   

Powell will be tight lipped regarding policy specifications but his statements can bring volatility 

to the already unpredictable bond market which will result in sharp stock market movements. If 

bond yields rise, Growth stocks will be more venerable to fluctuations. Ball is in Powell’s court & 

his words on Wednesday will make or break the already erratic markets. All eyes will be on 

decisions regarding bond buying & interest rates. 
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Suez Canal issue 

 

Oil closed at a lower price after The Ever Given, a giant ship was refloated in Suez Canal. The ship 

had blocked the world’s most important trade route. Brent crude retreated to $63.67 per barrel 

with a 90 cents dip whereas United States crude fell from $59.94 per barrel to $1.03. As the ship 

again floated in the Suez Canal, traders presumed that now the tankers’ movement will resume 

but the authorities have stated that it is still not clear when canal will be open for traffic again. 

Investors also assessed the current levels of global energy consumption as lockdowns are being 

reinforced ahead of OPEC meeting. Lately crude oil price has faced volatility & uncertainty as WTI 

moved back & forth between highs & lows past week.  
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Financial report 2020 

 

2020 Stock Market Crash 

The 2020 stock market crash also referred to as the Corona virus Crash, was a major and sudden 

global stock market crash that began on 20 February 2020 and ended on 7 April. 

The crash was the fastest fall in global stock markets in financial history and the most devastating 

crash since the Wall Street Crash of 1929. The crash, however, only caused a short-lived bear 

market, and in April global stock markets re-entered a bull market, which would continue until 

late October of that year. The crash signaled the beginning of the COVID-19 recession. 

Though the crash began on 20 February, selling was intensified during the first half of March to 

mid-March. During the crash, there were multiple severe daily drops in the global stock market; 

the largest drop was on 16 March, nicknamed 'Black Monday II' of 12-13% in most global markets. 

There were two other significant dates of crashes in the stock markets, one being 9 March, 

nicknamed 'Black Monday I' and on 12 March, nicknamed 'Black Thursday'. To deal with the 

panic, banks and reserves across the world cut their interest rates, bank rates and cash-flow 

rates, as well as offering unprecedented support to investors and markets. 
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DJI Average on Black Monday I, Black Thursday and Black Monday II 

Name Date Change % Change Close 

Black Monday I 9 March -2,013.76 -7.79% 23,851.02 

Black Thursday 12 March -2,352.60 -9.99% 21,200.62 

Black Monday II 16 March -2,997.10 -12.93% 20,188.52 

 

All eyes on the election 

Stocks opened November strong, climbing throughout election week as bargain-hunting 

investors appeared to swoop in following a weak September and October. While the immediate 

outcome of the presidential election was undecided, the projected results suggested a divided 

Congress, which investors interpreted as a productive environment for businesses.  

Vaccine booster 

Stocks climbed higher on news of positive stage-three COVID-19 trial results that suggested a 

highly effective vaccine may be near at hand. Stocks that had been hurt by economic lockdowns 

surged on the news, while the stay-at-home stocks suffered steep declines. Bond yields and oil 

prices both moved higher on expectations of increased economic activity. 

Companies report solid quarter 

While the U.S. election and progress on a corona virus vaccine dominated the news cycle, 

companies in the S&P 500 reported solid earnings in the third quarter. As expected, the S&P 500 
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reported a year-over-year earnings of -6.3 percent. But when three hard-hit industries—energy, 

airlines, and hospitality—were excluded, earnings for S&P 500 companies grew by 4.3 percent. 

Sector scorecard 

All industry sectors moved higher in November, except Utilities, which fell 1.42 percent. The 

month saw strong gains in Communication Services (+7.34 percent), Consumer Discretionary 

(+5.49 percent), Consumer Staples (+3.95 percent), Energy (+34.54 percent), Financials (+17.50 

percent), Health Care (+3.35 percent), Industrials (+14.74 percent), Materials (+12.50 percent), 

Real Estate (+5.96 percent), and Technology (+5.33 percent). 

Conclusion 

Stock prices powered higher and emboldened investors in November thanks to a series of 

positive news events. 

Positive momentum carried the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S&P 500 index, and the Russell 

2000 to record-high levels, with the Dow closing above the 30,000 mark. The Dow Jones Industrial 

Average, which has lagged much of the year, led the rally, jumping 11.84 percent. The Standard 

& Poor’s 500 Index tacked on 10.75 percent while the Nasdaq Composite rose 11.80 percent.  
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Brexit 

 

What are the EU and Brexit? 

The EU is made up of 27 European countries. EU citizens are free to live and work in other EU 

countries, and firms in those countries can buy and sell each other's goods without checks or 

extra taxes at borders. 

The UK was the first country to leave the EU and this was known as Brexit - British exit. Brexit 

happened because a public vote - or referendum - was held in June 2016, to decide whether the 

UK should be in the EU. 

Leave won by 52% to 48%. 

What do we know about the deal? 

The deal contains new rules for how the UK and EU will live, work and trade together. But we 

don't know a lot of the detail yet because the full document - expected to be well over 1,000 

pages long - has not been released. 

What we do know is that it means: 

• No taxes on each other's goods when they cross borders (known as tariffs) 

• No limits on the amount of things which can be traded (known as quotas) 
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European Commission president Ursula Von der Leyen said competition rules - designed to 

prevent one side gaining an unfair advantage - "will be fair and remain so". She said the UK and 

EU will "continue co-operating in all areas of mutual interest, including things like climate change, 

energy, security and transport". 

A general overview 

At first glance, this is a hard Brexit deal – the UK is leaving the Single Market and Customs Union. 

After the 1 January: 

No free movement of people: UK citizens will no longer have the freedom to work, study, start 

a business or live in the EU. They will need visas for long-term stays in the EU. Border checks will 

apply, passports will need to be stamped, and EU pet passports will no longer be valid for UK 

residents. 

No free movement of goods: Customs checks and controls will apply to all UK exports entering 

the EU. UK agri-food consignments will have to have health certificates and undergo sanitary and 

phytosanitary controls at Member States’ border inspection posts. This will cost UK businesses 

time and money. 

No free movement of services: UK service providers will no longer benefit from the country-of-

origin principle. They will have to comply with the – varying – rules of each EU country, or relocate 

to the EU if they want to continue operating as they do today. There will be no more mutual 

recognition of professional qualifications. UK financial services firms will lose their financial 

services passports. 

Despite the customs checks, this trade deal means that there will be no tariffs or quotas on British 

goods going between the UK and the EU – the first time the EU has agreed to a zero-tariff, zero-

quota deal. 

From what has been published so far, the UK appears to have conceded on both fisheries and the 

level playing field, while the EU conceded on the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice to 

decide on whether the trade deal has been breached in the future. 
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Why did the deal take so long? 

Because so much was at stake. The EU is the UK's nearest and biggest trading partner, The UK 

government says the deal covers trade that was worth £668bn in 2019. While the UK was in the 

EU, companies could buy and sell goods across EU borders without paying tariffs. 

Without the deal, businesses would have had to start paying these taxes, which would have 

added to their costs. No deal would have also meant even more border checks, which could have 

caused delays for Lorries transporting products. 

What happens next? 

Even though the deal has been agreed, it still needs to be made law. For that to happen it must 

be looked at and approved by both the UK and European parliaments. 

As it's been left so late, the European Parliament won't have time to sign it off before the end of 

the year. That shouldn't stop the deal coming into force on 1 January, but it will take longer before 

it's officially rubber-stamped. The UK government says it will summon MPs back on 30 December 

to vote on the deal. However, there wouldn't be time to debate and look at the details closely. 

Stock markets and pound rise ahead of Brexit deal 

UK stock markets have closed for the Christmas break in an upbeat mood. The FTSE 250 jumped 

1.15% to 20,531, hours before the Brexit trade deal with the EU was announced. But the blue-

chip FTSE 100 ended the day's trading up just 0.01% at 6,502 as traders waited for confirmation 

of the deal to emerge.  

Market positivity will give a seasonal boost to investors, including the millions who have a 

financial stake in stock markets through their pensions. The pound was up, showing a gain of 

about 0.7% against the dollar to touch $1.36 before falling back slightly. It also gained 0.5% 

against the euro, rising to €1.1136. 
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Sterling has always been the most reliable of Brexit trade deal sentiment - the pound rose against 

the US dollar yesterday and continued that rise this morning. It started the week worth $1.34, 

dropped to $1.32 as hopes of a deal faded, and this morning climbed to $1.36. 

 

The FTSE 250, a stock market index that is regarded as more representative of the UK economy, 

climbed nearly 2% on Wednesday. Lloyds Bank, which investors have come to see as a bellwether 

of sentiment towards a trade deal, rose 7% yesterday and another 6% this morning. 

 

The pound has seen plenty of volatility in recent weeks as negotiations between UK and European 

ministers have stalled and deadlines missed. Last week, it had hit a two-year high above $1.36. 

The British currency had surged almost 1% in the previous session to snap a three-day losing 

streak in what has been a roller-coaster ride. 
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"Sentiment improved after headlines started appearing that the United Kingdom and European 

Union have finally reached a provisional Brexit trade agreement." said Jeffrey Halley at foreign 

exchange firm Oanda. 
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Financial Glossary 

 

WORD MEANING 

Ambiguity confusion 

Array  Collection 

Backwardation A market condition where The future price of a 

commodity is Higher than the presentor “spot” 

price. This is bullish for long term prices. 

Baffle  confuse 

Bayonet  Spiked 

Beating retreat Cutting out/ fall back 

Beelined Head straightway up 

Bolstered  Boost/strengthen 

Botched  Failed to 

Buffed Polished 

Buoy  Float 

Buoyant  Optimistic 

Cable  Cable is a foreign exchange term used for the 

GBP/USD currency pair rate (British pound 

priced in US dollars). The term cable is a slang 

term used by forex traders to refer to the 

exchange rate between the pound and dollar 

and is also used to simply refer to the British 

pound itself. 

Catalyst Medium/Means 

Chinwags  Chat/ informal conversation 

Chipper  Cheerful 

Clamber  Rise/climb 
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Clipping its wing Keeping within certain limits 

Crumbled  Destroy 

Curb Limit 

Cyclical Stocks  Cyclical stocks are affected by macroeconomic 

changes, where its returns follow the cycles of 

an economy. Cyclical stocks are generally the 

opposite of defensive stocks. Cyclical stocks 

include discretionary companies, such as 

Starbucks or Nike, while defensive stocks are 

staples, such as Campbell Soup 

Dearth  Absence 

Defy gravity  Loose ground/hang 

Detrimental  Harmful 

Dismal Depressing 

Doji Candle  A doji candle stick forms when a security's 

open and close are virtually equal for the given 

time period and generally signals a reversal 

pattern for technical analysts. In Japanese, 

"doji" means blunder or mistake, referring to 

the rarity of having the open and close price 

be exactly the same 

Dollar wilts  Fading dollar 

Dovish  When the Fed or central bank is less worried 

about inflation and more worried about weak 

growth, high unemployment, or even deflation 

because the economy is either growing weakly 

or even contracting 

Dovish  Peaceful 

Dreadful  Horrible 
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Echelon  Level 

Economy resurgence  Economy recovery 

Efficacy Effectiveness 

Eke higher Move higher 

Eked  Survive 

Eking  Gaining 

Escalated  Pushed forward 

Escorting  Leading to 

Fibonacci retracement  In finance, Fibonacci retracement is a method 

of technical analysis for determining support 

and resistance levels. They are named after 

their use of the Fibonacci sequence. Fibonacci 

retracement is based on the idea that markets 

will retrace a predictable portion of a move, 

after which they will continue to move in the 

original direction. 

Flocked to  Headed to/gather to 

Forge ahead  Make progress/ go forward 

Fortified  Strengthened 

G 10 Currencies  The G10 currencies are ten of the most heavily 

traded currencies in the world, which are also 

ten of the world's most liquid currencies 

Ground-warded Fell down 

Halt  Pause 

Havoc  Chaos 

Head and Shoulder A head and shoulders pattern is a chart 

formation that appears as a baseline with 

three peaks, the outside two are close in 

height and the middle is highest. In technical 
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analysis, a head and shoulders pattern 

describes a specific chart formation that 

predicts a bullish-to-bearish trend reversal. 

Hefty Strong 

Hitch up  Move upward 

Hopped  Jumped 

Hover  Float 

Impulse  Urge/desire 

Iron-Handed  Firm 

Jaded Trade  Dull trade 

Jitter Shake 

Jittery  Jumpy/nervous 

Jovial  Cheerful 

Keeping light under a bushel Modest/humble 

Lackluster Dull 

Latching into  Gaining 

Leaden-footed Slow down 

Leaps and Bound  To move upward 

Lethal  Toxic/deadly 

Lethargic  Slow/dull 

Limbo  Uncertainty 

Mainstay  Foundation/support 

Massive  Big 

Momentum  Force 

Novel  Fresh/new 

Nuts and Bolts Fundamentals/ Key point 

On the horns of dilemma Facing a choice between two equally 

undesirable alternatives 

Oozing out  release in drops 
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Pacify  Soothe 

Palpitated  Tremble 

Penny Stocks  Penny stocks are common shares of small 

public companies that trade for less than one 

dollar per share. 

Pinnacle  Top 

Plummet  Fall/weak 

Plunged  Dipped/fall 

Poised  Hover 

Probe  Investigate/Search 

Propelled  Push 

Proverbed Said 

Pullback  Withdraw 

Rebound  Recovery 

Recoil  Jump back 

Reconcile  Settle 

Recouped  Regained 

Recuperate  Restore growth 

Reflation Trade Reflation trades tend to involve assets exposed 

to faster economic growth, price pressures 

and higher yields 

Resurge Rise 

Resurgent  Growing 

Retracement  Reversal 

Retreat  Withdraw 

Retrograde  Fall back 

Reverberated  Sounded/Echo 

Revved up To trigger 

Ricochet  Bounce off/return 
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Ruling with a rod of iron Under strict monitoring 

Sabotage  Damage 

Seize Opportunity  Grab the opportunity 

Short Squeeze In the stock market, a short squeeze is a rapid 

increase in the price of a stock owing primarily 

to technical factors in the market rather than 

underlying fundamentals. 

Silver Lining  Being optimistic 

Slumping Falling 

Spic and span  Cleaned/trimmed 

Spiraling down  Going down 

Spur  Stimulate 

Stanchions  Pillars 

Stirred  Shake 

Stumble on  Discovered 

Sturdy  Strong 

Sturdy Momentum Strong drive 

Supplementary support  Additional hold 

Supplemented  Added 

Swiftly Trimmed  Quickly Cut 

Symptomatic Suggestive 

Tainted Changed 

Tedious  Dull 

Teeter on brink Seesaw/Tremble 

Tenterhooks  Waiting anxiously 

Topping patterns  Bullish market 

Toppled  Drop down 

Topsy-turvy State of disorder 

Tot up  Add up 
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Traction  Hold grip 

Trajectory  Route 

Trench  Low/Trough 

Tumbled  Slipped 

Tumbling  Dropping 

Unveil  Show/disclose 

Unyielding  Tough 

Upturned course  Reverse route 

Vigilance  Alert/ Caution 

Wallstreetbets WallStreetBets or WSB, is a sub-reddit where 

participants discuss stock and option trading. It 

has become notable for its profane nature, 

aggressive trading strategies, and role in the 

GameStop short squeeze that caused losses on 

short positions in U.S. firms toppingUS$70 

billion in a few days in early 2021 

Wave white flag To give up on something 

Wedged  Trapped/stuck 

Well-fortified  Strengthened 

Winch Up  Boosted 

Wobble Shake 
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